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ABSTRACT 

This report provides a detailed explanation of the inner 
workings of the computer program AIRPOL-4A, a computer model for 
predicting the impact of highway generated air pollution. The 
report is intended to serve both as a 

supportive document for 
AIRPOL-4A and as a detailed road map of the program should 
modifications be required in the future. 
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FINAL REPORT 

AIRPOL-4A ALGORITHMS 

b• 

William A. Carpenter 
Research Engineer 

INTRODUCTION 

AIRPOL-4A 
(I) is a slightly modified version of the comput- 

erized model AIRPOL-4,(2, 3) 
a Gaussian line-source formulation of 

an air quality prediction model for use in estimating the impact, 
in terms of carbon monoxide (CO) concentration levels, of a high- 
way on the micro-region of such a facility. Version 4 was upgraded 
to Version 4A in response to the release by the U. S. Environ- 
mental Protection Agency of Supplement 5 to AP-42, Compilation of 
Air Pollutant Emission Factors, and the impending requirement by 
the U. S. Federal Highway Administration that Supplement 5 emission 
factors be employed in the preparation of environmental impact 
statements. The modifications to AIRPOL-4 which produced AIRPOL-4A 
were all in the realm of input/output functions. Thus, the mathe- 
matical structure of AIRPOL-4A is unchanged from that of AIRPOL-4, 
and as a consequence the documents establishing AIRPOL-4 as a 
theoretically sound and functionally accurate, reliable and effi- 
cient model(2,3,4, 5) apply equally as well to AIRPOL-4A. 

The purpose of this report is to provide in-depth explanations 
of the algorithms making up AIRPOL-4A. This report will thus serve 
both to answer questions concerning the inner workings of AIRPOL-4A 
and to guide those who may in the future be required to modify the 
program. 

The text of this report is directly referenced to the AIRPOL-4A 
program listing (and vice versa) contained in the Appendix by the 
computer card numbers shown to the left of the text. 

MAIN PROGRAM 

Description of Program Parameters 

The program parameters are all those variables and constants 
used in the AIRPOL-4A program. Definitions of all parameters may 
be found in the program listing in the Appendix. The parameter 
definitions are alphabetical (with numeric entries following alpha- 
betic entries) within each of the six categories; logical, integer, 
and real scalars and logical, integer, and real arrays. 



Input Formats 

A4A0000 

A4A0010 

A4A0020 to 
A4A0030 

Format specification for reading a Header Card as 
described in Reference i. 

Format specification for pre-reading a Data Card. 
Note that under this format no occurrence of 
"illegal data in .field" can occur, thus the inclu- 
sion of comments on END and ENS Cards(l) is allowed. 

Format specification for completely reading a Data 
Card as described in Reference i. 

Output Formats 

A4A0040 to 
A4A0110 

A4A0120 to 
A4A0130 

A4A0140 to 
A4A0150 

A4A0160 to 
A4A0170 

A4A0180 to 
A4A0190 

A4A0200 to 
A4A0210 

A4A0220 to 
A4A0230 

A4A0240 to 
A4A0250 

A4A0260 

A4A0270 to 
A4A0350 

Format specification for printing the heading in- 
formation for the check/correct output page. 

Format specification for informing the user that a 
null site (two sequential ENS Cards or a Header Card 
followed by an ENS Card) has been encountered. 

Format specification for informing the user that a 
null division (a Header Card followed by zero or 

more ENS Cards followed by one END Card) has been 
encountered. 

Format specification for printing the columnar head- 
ings on the check/correct output page when METRIC = 

TRUE, i.e., metric inputs. 

Format specification for printing the columnar head- 
ings on the check/correct output page when METRIC = 

FALSE, i.e., American Engineering inputs. 

Format specification for printing underscores for 
columnar headings on check/correct output page. 

Format specification for echoing the Data Card inputs 
on the check/correct output page. 

Format specification for printing question marks on 
the check/correct output page below those Data Card 
inputs for which default values were used. 

Format specification for leaving two blank lines on 
the output. 

Format specification for printing the heading 
information on the analysis output page. 



A4A0360 

A4A0370 

A4A0380 

A4A0390 

A4A0400 

A4A0410 

A4A0420 

A4A0430 

A4A0440 

Format specification for printing analysis results 
on the analysis output page. 

Format specification for printing the left margin 
characters on the analysis output page. 

Format specification for printing stabilily classes 
on the analysis output page. 

Format specification for printing calendar years on 
the analysis output page. 

Format specification for printing a horizontal line 
to separate the CLASS(.) categories on the analysis 
output page. 

Format specification for leaving a single blank line 
on the output. 

Format specification for printing horizontal lines 
to separate the YEAR(,) categories on the analysis 
output page. 

Format specification for skipping to next top of 
page on output. 

Format specification for informing the user that no 
analyses were performed for the current site since 
the total emissions for the site were zero. 

AI•POL-4 A Specifications 

A4A0450 to 
A4A0590 

A4A0600 to 
A4A0640 

A4A0650 

A4A0660 to 
A4A0880 

Specify the logical, integer and real scalars and 
vectors used in AIRPOL-4A. 

Equate (in memory) the vector ARRAY(.) with the 
Data Card input parameters. This equivalence speeds 
up the Data Card input process while keeping the 
code readable by people. 

Make the memory area 
Called MINE jointly accessible 

by the main program and the subroutine FIXIT(•,.) 
a•d BLOCK DATA. 

Initialize those program variables which will act as 

constants throughout the code. See the prograz• 
listing for details. 



A4A0890 

A4A0900 

A4A0910 

A4A0920 

A4A0930 

A4A0940 

A4A0950 

A4A0960 to 
A4A0970 

A4A0980 to 
A4A099O 

A4AI000 to 
A4AI030 

A4AI040 

A4AI050 to 
A4AI060 

A4AI070 

A4AI080 to 
A4AII40 

AIRPOL-4A Operating Code 

Position the line printer at top of the first output 
page. 

Call REREAD to in±tialize a nonstandard FORTRAN 
record/buffer management system. See the program listing for details. 

Read a Header Card and check for an end of file 
condition. Branches to this statement occur after 
the processing of each END Card encountered in the 
data set. 

Set FIRST to TRUE because the next Data Card to be 
read will be the first Data Card for the curren•t 
site. 

Set DIDONE to FALSE because no data cards have yet 
been processed for the current division. 

Reset the page counter to zero for the initialization 
for the current division. 

Reset the lane group counter to zero for the ini- 
tialization of the current site. 

Set the maximum indices for the output categories 
(48 

= 8 distances x 3 years x 2 classes) from the 
array SUPOUT(.,.). 

Initialize receptor height (i) to 1.5 meters = (approximately) 5.0 feet. 

Reset the accumulating array SUPOUT(.,.) to zero 
for the initialization of the current site. 

Default to 60 minutes if the value of TIME is non- positive. 

Find the equivalent of TIME in hours and minutes. 

Find the ratio of TIME to PTIME. 

CLASS(') is input as a hexadecimal number. This 
loop equates i & A, 2 & B, and 6 & F, and 0 & A, 
7 & A, 8 & A, and 9 & A and leaves CLASS(.) as a 
hexadecimal A, A, B, C, D, E, or F, and ICLASS(.) 
as a decimal 0, i, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6. Note: A = blank. 



A4AII50 to 
A4AII90 

A4AI200 to 
A4AI210 

A4AI220 to 
A4AI370 

Ensure that at least one class is valid (default 
is 2 or 6) and that the two classes are not redundant. 

If either class is empty (i.e., 
= 0), set the appro- 

iate Jl or J48 to skip that class. 

Find an upper bound on the downwind distance from 
source to receptor at which the maximum integration 
error in !NTGRL will be • 0.001 meter/kilometer of 
roadway located beyond such an upper bound. This 
upper bound is found by solving for all points 
(P, DIST) such that 

A•AI380 to 
A4AI440 

A4AI450 to 
A4AIS00 

A4AI510 

A4AI520 to 
A4AI610 

A4AI620 

exp ½ 
lO x Oz 

Since the maximum DIST for this condition will be at 
P : 0, we solve Up x a z = 

106 for DIST. (Note Up 
and •z are functions of DIST). The solution is 
found interactively using a Newton-Raphson technique. 
If the solution is found to be • 2 x 104 the 
algorithm terminates and sets the solution equal to 
2 x 104, since 20 kilometers represents• an effective 
value of infinity. 

Find the valid wind speed inputs, place them sequen- 
tially in the vector WSIN(.) while filling the 
unused portion of WSIN(.) wlth an effective value 
of infinity, and maintain a count in W6 (which is 
previously zeroed) of the number of valid wind speeds. 

If W6 = 0, then set W6 = 6 and fill WSIN(.) with the 
appropriate metric or American Engineering default 
wind speeds. 

Set WI2 : 2 x W6 for later use on the analysis output 
page. The reader will note that there are two columns 
of output for each wind speed. 

Store the metric equivalents of the input wind speeds 
in MWSIN(.) and the American Engineering equivalents 
in WSIN(.). 

Pre-read a Data Card and test for an end of file. 
Branches to this card occur after the completion of 
each lane group. 



A4AI630 to 
A4Ai660 

A4AI670 

A4AI680 to 
A4AI690 

A4AI700 

A4AI710 

A4AI720 to 
A4AI770 

A4AI780 to 
A4AI860 

A4AI870 

A4AI880 

A4AI890 to 
A4AI990 

A4A2000 to 
A4A2020 

A4A2030 

If the Data Card was an ENS or END Card then branch 
to either the diagnostics area of AIRPOL-4A, if this 
was the first Data Card in the current site, or to 
the output area, if this was not the first card in 
the current site. 

Reread the complete Data Card (previously determined 
not to be an END or ENS Card) to obtain the lane 
group data. 

Initialize CUT and FILL to FALSE for the processing 
of this lane group. 

Increment the lane group counter. 

Set receptor height (i) for this lane group to 
receptor height (i) for the first lane group in this 
site. 

Fill CORECT(.) with blanks and fill the even 
numbered elements of FMT(.) with Tl's. CORECT(.) 
will be overwritten with question marks and FMT(.) 
will be overwritten with appropriate format elements 
in those locations corresponding to defaulted inputs. 

If this is the first Data Card in the current site, 
fill DOYRAL(.) with FALSE's, increment the page 
counter, and print the complete check/correct page 
and columnar headings. 

Echo the Data Card inputs. 

Initialize LOCATR, the check/correct pointer, to i. 

Test TFVOL(.) AND EF(.) for validity. If invalid 
inputs are found call FIXIT (.,.). Set DOYR(1) 

= 

TRUE if, and only if, the total emissions for year I 
are positive. Set DOYRAL(1) = TRUE if, and only if, 
at least one lane group in the current site had posi- 
tive emissions for year I. 

If SOBS "is invalid, use the default value and call 
FIXIT(.,. ). 

Set CUT = TRUE if, and only if, SOBS = i or SOBS = 2. 



A4A2040 to 
A4A2200 

A4A2210 to 
A4A2220 

A4A2230 to 
A4A23•0 

A4A2340 to 
A4A2420 

A4A2430 

A4A2440 

A4A2450 

A4A2460 

A4A2470 to 
A4A2510 

A4A2520 to 
A4A2560 

A4A2570 

A4A2580 to 
A4A2670 

Set H = 1.5 meters = (approximately) 5,0 feet. If 
HEIGHT > 0 Set FILL = TRUE. If CUT = FALSE and 
HEIGHT < 0 set HEIGHT = ABS(HEIGHT), set FILL = TRUE, 
and call FiXIT(.,'). If CUT = FALSE, set H = H + 
HEIGHT. If CUT = TRUE and HEIGHT = 0, set SOBS = 0, 
set CUT = FALSE, and call FIXIT(.,.). If CUT = TRUE 
and HEIGHT > 0 set HEIGHT = -HEIGHT and call 
FIXIT(.,.). 

Convert ULENGH and DLENGH from kilometers or kilofeet 
to meters or feet. 

If CUT = FALSE and CWIDTH • 0, set CWIDTH : 0 and call 
FIXIT(','). If CUT = TRUE and CWIDTH < 0, set 
CWIDTH = CWIDTH and call FIXIT(.,'). If CUT = TRUE 
and CWIDTH = 0, set CWIDTH = I00 meters = (approximately) 
328 feet and call FIXIT(.,'). 

If CUT = FALSE and CLENGH • 0, set CLENGH = 0 and 
call FIXIT(','). If CUT = TRUE and CLENGH < 0, set 
CLENGH = CLENGH and call FIXIT(.,'). If CUT = 

TRUE and CLENGH = 0, set CLENGH = ULENGH and call 
FIXIT(.,.). 

CUTI = TRUE if, and only if, SOBS = i. 

CUT2 = TRUE, if and only if, SOBS = 2. 

CHT = magnitude of the cut depth. 

If CUT = TRUE, locate the effluent on the road surface. 
This eliminates the possibility that the effluent is 
emitted at a height above the top of the cut for 
shallow cuts. 

Equate i & D and 2 & U (case may be input as either 
numeric or alpha). If a non-valid CASE is found set 
CASE = i and call FIXIT(.,.-). 

If CUTI = TRUE, force ALPHA = 0, and call FIXIT(.,'), 
if ALPHA was not previously 0. 

If ALPHA is not between 0 and 90, set ALPHA 90 and 
call FIXIT(',.). 

If FIRST : TRUE, set Z(2) 
= 

TZ(2) HT2 where 
HT2 defaults to 3 meters = 

(approximately) I0 
feet, if it is either negative or equal to TZ(1). 
Call FIXIT(',') if HT2 defaults. 



A4A2680 to 
A4A2710 

A4A2720 to 
A4A2740 

A4A2750 to 
A4A2770 

A4A2780 to 
A4A2820 

A4A2830 to 
A4A2970 

A4A2980 to 
A4A3010 

A4A3020 

A4A3030 

A4A3040 to 
A4A3080 

A4A3090 to 
A4A3110 

A4A3120 to 
A4A3190 

A4A3200 to 
A4A3220 

A4A3230 to 
A4A3250 

A4A3260 to 
A4A3280 

A4A3290 

A4A3300 

If FIRST = FALSE, force HT2 = Z(2) = TZ(2), and call 
FIXIT(.,'), if HT2 was not already equal to TZ(2). 

If DIN < 0, set DIN = 0 and call FIXiT(.,'). 

If any receptor point will be < 0, set INC = 0 and 
call FIXIT(.,'). 

If FIRST = TRUE, fill D(.) with the eight receptor 
distances and set SITE = SITEID. 

If the inputs are not in metric form, convert all 
computational variables to their metric equivalents. 

Print the check/correct results via the two vectors 
CORECT(.) and CHANGE(.). 

Set FIRST = FALSE. 

If the total emissions for all years for the current 
lane group are zero, get the next lane group to be 
processed. 

Evaluate loop independent variables prior to entering 
analysis loop. 

If CUTI = TRUE, use stability class F parameters to 
determine the effective upwind roadway length.(2) 

Initiate outer loop and convert vector references to 
scalar references for use in inner loops. 

If FILL = TRUE or CUT2 = TRUE, modify the offset 
parameters as described in Reference 2. 

Finish computing the outer-loop dependent variables 
for use in the inner loops. 

Initiate middle loop, and compute middle loop 
variables for use in inner loop. 

Move all receptors 0.5 meters further from roadway 
to avoid question of where two coincident lines inter- 
sect. (Two parallel lines intersect at ± • but 
coincident lines intersect everywhere.) 

Initiate inner loop. 



A4A3310 

A4A3320 to 
A4A3390 

AaA3400 to 
A4A3500 

A4A3510 to 
A4A3520 

A4A3530 

If all receptors are the same distance from the road, 
perform inner loop only once. 

initialize inner loop variables taking care not to 
generate an overflow with TAN (90o). 

Any roadway •oints lying outside the envelope de- 
scribed byl r__[_l! 6 will contribute less than 

op 
1.5 x 10-5 meters/kilometer of roadway to INTGRL, a 
two order of magnitude safety factor in the allowable 
error of 0.007 meter for INTGRL with up to 4 kilo- 
meters of such roadway. Thus, we solve IPI 

= 6 x Op 
for R (see Reference 2, figures 2 and 3), assuming 
that Op is a linear function of DIST (this will 
introduce some error but it will be a conservative 
error, i.e., it will increase our safety factor). 
There are two solutions to the above equation. If 
P < 0 the solution will be R- and if P > 0 the 
solution will be R +. In the downwind case, R- is a 
lower bound of the envelope and R + is an upper bound 
(when it exists an anomolous result occurs when 
XALPHA • XALSTR, i.e. when the intersection is at 
+ • ). In the upwind case, R- does not exist since 
no roadway points have both P < 0 and DIST> 0, 
and R + may be either an upper or lower bound de- 
pending on both the relation of XALPHA to XALSTR and 
thelocation of the point (0, DIST), which may be on 
either the upwind or downwind side of the line source. 
If XALPHA < XALSTR then R + will be a lower bound of 
the envelope, regardless of the location of 0, DIST). 
However, if XALPHA • XALSTR and (0, DIST) is upwind 
of the line source, then the lower bound wJ_ll be + • 
(regardless of an anomolous R + result), while if 
XALPHA • XALSTR and (0, DIST) is downwind of the line 
source, then R + will be an upper bound of the 
envelope. 

The upper and lower envelope bounds must be compared 
with the user specified bounds and the maximum 
envelope length ZUB(.) found e•]r!ier. 

If the final effective roadway lenzth is 4 metems or 
less, let INTGRL be zero. 



A4A3540 to 
A4A3700 

A4A3710 to 
A4A3870 

A4A3890 

A4A3900 to 
A4A3940 

A4A3950 to 
A4A4140 

A4A4150 to 
A4A4170 

A4A4180 to 
A4A4190 

A4A4200 to 
A4A4230 

A4A4240 to 
A4A4390 

Compute the end points of the integration intervals. 
The first two intervals at the lower and of the 
effective roadway are made one meter each. The 
remaining ten intervals are split on either side of 
the point P = 0 (or the midpoint if P = 0 is not an 

element of the interval XLB to XUB), and increase 
in length on either side away from the point P = 0 
in the ratio of 1:2:3:5:10 under the restriction 
that the first four on either side have maximum 
lengths of i0, 20, 30, and 50 meters. (The fifth 
one on either side is unconstrained.) 

Integration is performed numerically on each of the 
twelve integration intervals using the Cote's method 
of order six, C6. Since the last point of each 
integration interval is the first point of the next 
interval, the integration is initialized by evalu- 
ating the last point of the zeroth (nonexistent) 
interval so that a smooth iterative approach to C6 

over each of twelve intervals may be accomplished. 

Initialize loop for twelve integrals. 

Set the first point., R(1) 
= 

R(7), the previous last 
point, and R(7) 

= 
RR(M+I), the next end po{nt. Also 

the integrand evaluated at R(1) is Y(i) : 
Y(7), the 

integrand evaluated at the previous last point. 

Evaluate R(.) and Y(.) over each of the twelve sub- 
intervals. This loop guards against exponential 
underflow and modifies the J ntegrand in the CUT1 

case. 

Evaluate INTGRL for the M 
th subinterval using C6 and 

add it to the current total for intervals I through 
M-I. 

Store the integration results by class, receptor 
distance,and receptor height, i.e., (I,K•J) trans- 

formed to (L,J) by linearizing (I,K). 

Increment receptor distance and return to appropriate 
sub-loop to evaluate next integral. 

Multiply the elements of TEMP(',') by the appropriate 
emissions factors (all for the current lane group) 
and add the results to those for the previous lane 

groups in this site, while taking c•.re not to perform 
unnecessary or redundant calculations. 
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A4A4400 

A4A4410 to 
A4A4430 

A4A4440 to 
A4A4530 

A4A45•0 to 
A4A4720 

A4A4730 to 
A4A4750 

A4A4760 to 
A4A4910 

A4A4920 

A4A4930 

A4A4940 to 
A4A5010 

A4A5020 to 
A4AS040 

A4A5050 to 
A4A5080 

Return to process the next lane group. 

If the total emissions factors for all lane groups 
for all years in the current site were zero, print 
a message stating such and branch to preparation 
for next site. 

Multiply the last two columns of SUPOUT(.,.) by the 
appropriate integration constants, conversion factors, 
and wind speed factors to fill out the entire 
SUPOUT(.,') array. 

Arrange the receptor heights and receptor distances 
in their proper metric and American Engineering forms 
for use as headings on the analysis output page. 

Increment the page counter and output the analysis 
page heading information. 

Output the array SUPOUT(.,-) with appropriate left 
margin labels and vertical and horizontal separating 
lines while optimizing output by not printing un- 
calculated portions of SUPOUT(','). 

If there are no more analyses to be performed, 
terminate processing. 

If the site just output was the last in the current 
division, return to read the next Header Card. 

Re-initialize the site dependent variables and branch 
to read the first lane group Data Card in the next 
site. 

An end of file was encountered while reading lane 

group Data Cards. If the read was the first for the 
current site, all previously processed data were out- 
put when the last card (an ENS Card) was encountered• 
therefore, terminate processing. If the read was not 
the first for the current site, there are processed 
data awaiting output. Thus, assume the site is 
complete, set LAST = TRUE, and branch to printout 
the site results. 

A null site has been encountered. Increment the page 
counter, print a message, and return to read the first 
Data Card in the next site. 
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A4A5090 to 
A4A5130 

A4A5140 to 
A4ASI50 

If at least one site in the current division has 
been processed, return to read the next Header 
Card• otherwise, increment the page counter, print 
the null division message, and return to read the 
next Header Card. 

A normal end of file (one following an END Card) has 
been encountered, terminate processing. 

FIX0000 to 
FIX0040 

FIX0050 

FIX0060 

FIX0070 to 
FIX0080 

FIX0090 

FIX0100 

FIX0110 to 
FIX0120 

SUBPROGRAM FIXiT 

Subroutine specification, parameter specifications, 
and local and common specifications. 

Convert LOCATR to a form for indexing FMT(.). 

Place VALUE in CHANGE (LOCATR). 

Place the tab and f formats corresponding to the 
invalid datum in the appropriate locations in FMT(.). 

Increment the error pointer. 

Place a question mark in CORECT (INDEX). 

Return to calling program. 

BKD0000 to 
BKD0040 

BKD0050 to 
BKD0060 

BKD0070 

BKD0080 

BKD0090 to 
BKD0100 

BKD0110 

SUBPROGRAM BLK DATA 

Subroutine specification, and common specifications. 

Data statement for F(.) the array of f format speci- 
fications for use in FIXIT. 

Data statement to fill in the unchanging portion (the 
commas and parentheses) of FMT('). 

Data statement to place a question mark in QUEST. 

Data statement for TAB(') the array of tab format 
specifications for use in FIXIT. 

End of BLK DATA. 
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APPENDIX 

AIRPOL-4A PROGRAM LISTING 

C 
C 

• • • • • • • • • e C 

C 
C 

VLRS]ON 4A NOVEMBE•t ]975 C 
C 

AIRPOL-4A IS A GAUSSIAN LINE-SOURCE FORMULATION OF AN AIR-QUALITY 
PREDICTION MODEL FOR USE IN ESTINATING THE IMPACTt IN TERMS OF CO •*C 
CONCENTRATIONS, OF A HIGHWAY ON THE MICRO-REGION OF SUCH A FACILITY. 

AIRPOL-4A IS THE PROPERTY OF AND WAS DEVELOPED FOR THE VIRGINIA 
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS AND TRANSPORTATION BY: 

WILLIAM A. CARPENTER 
RESEARCH ENBINEEH 

OF THE DATA SYSTEMS AND ANALYSIS SECTION OF THE VIRGINIA HIGHWAY AND **C 
TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH COUNCIL, P.O. BOX 3817, UNIVERSITY STATION• **C 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA 22903, TELEPHONE 806-977-0290, 

C C 
C C 
C C 
C **** DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS **** C 
C C 
C C 
C C 
C *** LOGICAL SCALARS **e C 
C C 
C C 
C CUT CALCULATED. C 
C .TRUE., IF ROADWAY IS IN A CUT. C 
C C 
C CUTI CALCULATED. C 
C .TRUE., IF ROADWAY AND RECEPTORS ARE IN A CUT. C 
C C 
C CUT2 CALCULATED. C 
C .TRUE., IF ROADWAY ONLY IS IN A CUT. C 
C C 
C DIDONE CALCULATED. C 
C .TRUE., IF AT LEAST ONE SITE HAS BEEN PROCESSED FOR THE C 
C CURRENT DIVISION. C 
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